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It is widely held that Bohr has shownthat the spin of a free electron is
not measurable.We point out that Bohr's argument has someimportant ifs and buts. A concreteconfiquration is calculated to produce
a clear.spin separation.This is thei shownnot to contradicl Bohr's
reasonrng.
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the simplesttextbook iilustrationsof the quantum measurementhas alwaysbeen the Stern-Gerlach(SG) device [i,Zl. It is
thereforeperhapsnot surprisingthat, as a byproduct of the recently
revivedinterestin_quantummeasurements,
the SG has again become
subject of study [3-5]. In the presentpaper we shall ficus on the
issueof the fundamentalpossibilitvof the SG for electrons.There is
a well-known argument by Bohr that is widely believedto entail that
it is impossibleto perform such a measurementfor free electrons (or
protons), becauseof the sizeof their magneticmoment with respect
io their' mass and charge. After a short-informal description of the
algument. A
Q9, *" devotesec.2 to Bohr's essentiallysemi-classical
full quantum calculationfor a concretesituation is presente-d
in sec.3,
wherewe find that the electronspin can be measuredin principle. Finally, in sec.4 we discussthe results,and find that there is in fact no
contradictionwith Bohr's obiections.
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In the SG the spin of a particle is oriented by means of a strong
magnetic field. The direction of this field determineswhich spin compon-entis measured, An inhomogeneityin the field then causesa
ipin-dependent force, which will evlntuaity split the wave packet into
two packets according to spin value. If the initial direction of the
particles'velocityis perpendicularto the magneticfield, the particles
are deflected. The deflectioncan be detected by letting the particles
impinge on a screen.If the initial velocityis parallelto the field, the
particles are acceleratedor decelerated. This type of splitting will
involve e.g. differencesin arrival time at some detector. The former
situation might be referredto as a transuersalSG, the latter as a
longitudinalSG.
In both cases,the spliiting can be usedto preparethe particlesin a
definite spin state. Sincethe SG processcan alternatelv be viewed as
a transfei of spin information to tire particle's momentum, we can also
usethe SG to rne&sure
a spin componentby determiningmomentum.
Accordingly,we shail focus on the SG as a quantum measurement
device,in which the spin degreesof freedomplay the role of object,
whereasthe spatial variablesrepresentapparatusobservables.For
a measurementof spin in the z-direction,the essentialterm in the
Hamiltonian of the "interaction" between"object" and "apparatus"
is

H i : 8 2 6 ",

(r)

where B is proportional to the strength of the inhomogeneity,and
operatorsare careted. The Pauli spin matrices are denoted by 6,,
&, and d, (with eigenvaluess = t1), Clearly, a fully consistent
descriptionrequiresother termsas well [2,5].Still, the most important
effectin this context,the correlationbetweenthe read-outobservable
p" and the measuredobservabled,, alreadyappearsif we appiy (l)
alone:

p"(t):p"(0)+8ft".

(2)

In this simplistic SG description,a read-out of p" correspondsto a
definite value for &, as soon as the packet separation is larger than
the initial momentum soread.
2. BOHR'S ARGUMENT:

CLASSICAL TREATMENT

For the above type of reasoningto work, it is essentialthat the
particles are (1ikesilver atoms) neutral. But can it be extendedto
chargedparticles,electronsin particular? Bohr studied this problem
in depth in the late twenties.and cameto the conclusionthat the extensionto electronsis not possibie.His reasoningwas neverformally
published,and only rather sketchymanuscriptsexist [6,7]. We give
an account of Pauli's version [8], which was presentedat the 1930
Solvayconference(cf. also [9]).
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Pauli first considersthe loneitudinal SG. An electron movesin the
z-direction, through an inhoniogeneousmagnetic field. The field's
direction lies in the rz-plane, its main componentis pointed along
the z-axis. Hencethe spin-dependent
force that is interestingfor the
measurementis the one in the z-direction:

08"
4 p i '.,: u " E .

( 3)

The time l" it takes to deceleratean electron to a standstill is given
Dy

aB,

m e u z :U n f i t r ,

(4)

after which it turns around. Because
V' B = 0 (this conditionis
crucialin Bohr'sreasoning),
-AB,
:

0r

aB"
0z

(ol

If we assumethe field to be parallel to the z-axis at r : 0, the fleld
strength at a distance Ao from the z-axis is therefore given by

f i \ , x^ .
B , : _ aB"

(6)

This field (throueh the Lorentz force) achievesa reversalof the velocity u, within iperiod

t ' : l .tgm ., l 'l

(/)

In order for the velocityreversalto be unambiguouslyattributable to
the particle'sspin, we must have l" ( 1.. Usirig (6),-this implies

!:-<*

- ^"r"a,r<f;

(8)

Inequality (8), although formally different from the uncertainty relation ArAp, ) h, still limits the device'soperation,Pauli argues. If
the beam is made so narrow as to allow foi(g), diffraction *i-ll .o-"
into play, blurring the beam. This meansthat the wavepropertiesof
the electronhaveto be considered,and that one is outsidefhe realm
of classicalmechanics.
Next Pauli turns to the transversalSG, The electronsmove in
the y-dir-ection.Again the spin-dependent
force is given by (3). The
Lorentz-forcein the z-directionis
FL," : -eurB, .

(e)
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Consequently,the magnitude of the variation of this force over the
width Ar of the beam is
An
lAB,l ^
ArL,z = €Ua
- ll--;-l
o x l At

:

€t)u

*1o,,
ozl

(10)

againusing (5). If the separationis not to be blurred by the variation
of the Lorentz-force,clearly we must have
AFr,,, (

{,pi,," +

urAr K pele =
;}

n

,

(11)

? ' , u e

Ieadingto the sameconclusionas before. Finally, Pauli discussessome
more complicatedsetups,with yet againthe sameresults,
Prior to arriving at the abovereasoning,Bohr believedthat the
free electron spin could not be detectedat all, becauseit has no
classicalanalog. Like in his other thought experiments,he attempted
to basethis on an uncertaintyrelation,in this caseA-tAd ) h. Since
L0 < 2r, LL must be larger than fi,, prohibiting any effect from a
spin of magnitudeI to b" seen.But suchan uncertaintyrelation does
not hold. Later scatteringexperimentsby Mott [10] indeed showed
the polarizability of electrons,and Bohr was forced to qualify his
reasoning[6,i1].-The inequality(8) he endsup with in the'argument
presentedhere,invoivingthe product poLr, doesnot contradict any
uncertaintyrelation (as Pauli acknowledges).
In fact no uncertainty
relation at'all is usedjn the argument,and iri this senseit differsfrom
most other Bohr Gedanfren
exoeriments.
Summarizing,Bohr's and Pauli's conclusionis not an absoluteinterdiction. They hold that the SG cannot work using the classical
path concepl.If the electronis bound, e.g. to an atom, its spin may
be detectedas a part of the orbital angular momentum. But then
the use of the statlonary state conceptp-recludesany visualization in
terms of an electrontrajectory [8,12].
3. QUANTUM

TREATMENT:

LANDAU

STATES

This caueatdirectsus to a possiblewav out of Bohr's conclusion:
a_quant_um
rnechanical
treatment of the SG migirt give a significant
effectafter all. Thereforewe look againat our setup. We have a strong
magneticleld in the z-direction.What Pauli and Bohr ignoreis that
in such a field the electron'smotion in the ry-plane is quantizedinto
Landau orbits [13]. This opensup the possibilityof mLasuringspin
by using a coupling of spin to oibital homentum in these Lindau
states.
First considerthe homogeneous
field case.We take a cylindrically
symmetricgaugein which the vectorpotentialis A : Bo(*y , - ?, ,0i ,
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so that the magneticfield is givenby B = B0(0,0,o). The electron
Hamiltonianfor rg-motionunderthesecircumstances
is
(^
r ,6 : r l ( ^
-e;or )B o ^ \ 2+ o o - , o B o ^ \ 2 1- " ;so g^o L t ' s & (' .r 2 )
H
r. ' ^t o e l \ | ( p ' +
[
# i.
] | .
.
,/
\
/

)

Choosingnatural units (2m" : f1,: e: Bo = l; IB = leh,fm.:
and taking 9 :2, eq. (12) can be rewrittenas

Ho= p',*

*r' + ni +{t

- a(1,+ 6,).

I),

(18)

For the moment, we dlop the spin part and take a = 2. Changing
to polar coordinates(r, g) in positionrepresentation,
and solvingthe
angular part, gives for the radial part /(r) the eigenvalueequation

- rA / a6\* /^1 _2_+"2) 6=EQ,
; a,\'a;/ \;,
/

r 14 )

where m is the eigenvalueof angular momentum I,. This equation
can be solvedin t6rms of Lagueie polynomials[1a],to get
Qm?):

(
kt
=
ckm
(O;'o,

1*

cicm
exp(-(1rt^tr;'^t'(r') ,

; k = lrnl'lml+2,l+
m4l , " ';

(15)

E k ^ = 2 + 2 ( k - m ) = 2 , 6 ,1 0 ,. . . .
Including the contribution of spin and the magneticfield dependence,the total energyis thereforeEk-, : (k - ; + 1 - s)a (where
i - -+1): We may expectthat a small inhomogeneityin the magnetic
field will lead to an adiabatic drift in the Landau levels,proportional
to E, during which oniy a negligibleamount of transitibns-between
levelstake place. If, therefore,the initial spatial part of the state is
such that up and down spin do not contribute to the same E-value,
the final spatial part can be usedto determineinitial spin.
In view of its higher degree of symmetry, we shall focus on a
longitudinal setup. The eleCtronsinitially move in the z-direction,
along the major magnetic field direction, and the inhomogeneity is
also z-oriented:a - 2-bz,b < 1. This resultsin a magneticfield
3 : (|br,|by,2-bz). Notethat indeedV.B = 0, and thatiylindrical
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symmetry is maintained, The fuil Hamiltonian now includes some
extra terms:
H

:

Ho-1p2"+1/r;

Hi : b2(1,
+ a"- ir)- *rr, +lf X

- r')- ra,
: -!e, *f,tuo'
+f,r*1;

A, :

(16)

&, cos6 + Ausin$; it2: pT+p?.

In (16) spin and orbital momentumare coupled;otly i" = L"+Lrd"
is conserved.The terms responsibiefor transitionsare thosebetween
squarebrackets,the first teim in (16) causingthe desiredforce in the
z-dlrectlon.
In a quantum measurementcontext, it is natural to require that
"object" and "apparatus"are initially uncorrelated.Here that correspondsto demandingthat the initial stat€ pspace+.pi.
be a product of
spin and spatial parts:
Pspace*spin=
ld)"p.""(dl8P.pi..

(17)

where ld).o.." is the fixed initial spatial state. After a time I of combined evolution of spin and spatial degreesof freedom,the two becomeentangled.The probability of then readingout result p" canbe
written in terms of an operator-functionM(p") on the spin Hilbert
space:
probp.o,n
(n") = Tr [p.p.""+.pi,(l)1r,;.o...(p,l]= Tr[p.or.U(p")],

(18)

which can be derived from the initial spatial state and the unitary
combinedevolution 01t; of spatial and spin degreesof freedom:

l u t ( p "):
0(q :

g 1"1
i.o,") C( t) ld) .o,..
.o " ..(d l C r(/)(l r,).o *"(
; ( 19)
e xp (-i H l ).

In the simplistic description(2), the spin-up and spin-down wave
packets eventually occupy different pz-areas.Then to
p, there
"ach
correspondsone 6" value. In other words, for eachp, M(p") is proportional to a 6, projector. More generaily,although U(p,) will still
be positiveand normalized,we cannotexpectit to be proportionalto
a projector. An object {U(p,)dp,} with thesepropertiesis called a
p.ositiveoperator-valued.
measure(POVM) [15],generalizingthe notion of projection-valuedmeasures.
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We read out the pz valuesin order to find out somethingabout &,.
As we observedearlier, we must thereforechoosethe initial "apparatus" state (i.e. the spatialpart) suchthat only one s valuecontributes
to each E value. In terms of the POVM, this means we want to relate M(p") to &,. Considerfirst the Hamiltonian(16). It is symmetric
under rotations around the z-axis, in particular over an angle zr:
SHSI-H;,5=I"y86,,

(20)

1", denoting a rotation of the spatial part over zr around the z-axis.
We now requirethat the initial spatiai state l/).o,.. be an eigenstate
.?
OI IJU:

ir

8

i"onPspace{spin:

pspace{spinirS

i.nr" = tpspacelspin.

(21)

This brings about the desiredrelationshipbetweenthe POVM and
d,i as a consequence
of (20) and (19), {M(p")dp,} will be at all
times compatiblewith d, on the spin Hilbert space.Thereforeit can
be written

M ( p " ) :t

f,@")P,.

Q2)

s=tl

The /, are positive functions and 4 denotethe projectors onto the 6"
eigenstates.A spin value s will lead to outcomep, with probability
f ,(p"); a measurementoutcomepz correspondsto spin value s with
likelihood f,(p"). In generalthe functions/, overlapto someextent.
Then there clearly is a finite probability of deducingthe wrong spin
value from the p, read-out: ih" -"utn.ement is n"on-idealt16].^A
convenientmeasurefor the the measurementoualitv is the ihdistinguishabilityu of fa1, derivedfrom (22) via

u:

dp".
l_**lf+r(p")f-r(p"))i

(23)

Ideally, when the separationaccordingto spin is perfect, the /'s do
not overlap,and u : 0. Brrt initially"thet. is no i"puruiiotr 16 thut
then u : ]. As time proceeds,the spin-up and spin-downpackets
wiil separate,the measurementgets better and u will decreaseto a
certain limit. The limit value dEpendson the strength of the field,
comparedto the sizeof the inhomogeneityl5l. The.Euron for this ii
that-the direction of the spin precesiionaxil varies as a function of r
due to the field inhomogeneity.The stronger the field is, the smaller
these variations are, and the lower the achievablemeasurementerror
ls.

In the transversalconfiguration,the symmetry (20) only holds if
an electricfield in the r-direction would compensatethe Lorentz-force
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Figure 1: Result of a typical calculation. We plotted
|prob(R,,r).
( D a t a : b t : 0 , I ; b : 0 . 0 0 0 3 .T h e i n i t i a l z - s t a t ew a s G a u s s i a nc, e n tered around p" = 5 with standard deviation 6, : 15 the initial
rg-state a k = m :0 Landau state; the initial spin-state?, o, = |
eigenstate.
)
due to p, [5]. But if p, is not sharp,this method works approximateiy
at best.-11 the longitudinal setup, (22) holds exactiy irrespectiveof
p,, or of.the valueoJ 6. Moreover,the longitudinalseiup's&lindrical
symmetry-considerably
simplifiesthe devi-ce's
analysis1171.
As an illustration of this generalargumentwe integrale<ithe Schrodinger equation numericallyon the blasisof (16) a;d (15). For the
spatialpart -l/),ou""of the initial statewe took a cylindricalsymmetric
Gaussian:the L : m : 0 Landauground state. in Fig. 1 we plotted
lprob(p' r) : Tr
[p.pu."+.pir,(l)lp",r)"p^..(p",rl] (24)
of a typical calculatedstate. (This spatialdistribution is cylindrically
symmetric,so we omitted its 9a-dependence.)
Note that becausethe
drift is proportional]',gE rather than s, the aicelerationof the packets
is not symmetrical.The spin-uppacket,with E = 0, is not accelerated
and-hasroughiy retainedits shape;the spin-downpacket,with E :
2a, has b.ecomering-shaped, Neverthelesi,the packets are very well
separatedwith regard to p".
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Figure 2: The measurement's
p,-indistinguishabilityu as a function of
time. The resultsof the numericalcalcuiationare indicatedby circles.
Initial data as in Fig. i. The u-curve for two linearly separating
Gaussianpackets,u(t): exp(-(2b16,)'),ir included(dashedline).
In Fig. 2 we plotted the indistinguishabilityu as a function of time.
Indeedu, and thereforethe measurementerror, becomesquite small.
In fact, despitethe changeof shapethe packetshave undergone,the
indistinguishabilityis seento agreewith that of the simplestmodel
for the 5G, t*o Guussianpackeissplitting accordingto (2), which is
also plotted in Fig. 2.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The good measurementquality and clear packet separation we
achievedmay appear to contradict Bohr's conclusion.But this is in
fact not so. We must have clearly defined Landau levels. and the
condition b < I implies that the time necessaryfor clear separation
is much larger than the orbit time. Bohr's point in section 2 that
the use of stationarystatesprecludesthe use of a classicaltrajectory
(although he undoubtedlyhad atoms in mind) is valid here, ioo. In
the presenceof a non-negiigiblemagnetic field, the electrons are not
really free so that a classicaltrajectory is in general not a usable
conceDt.
Frbm the point of view of feasibility,the constraints(17) and (21)
on the initial state are probably difficuii to fulfili, especia)ly'inniei o?
the small length scalesinvolved(of the order Ii(eB6)-i), But neverthelesswe can concludethat there is no funddmentalreasonwhy
electron spin measurementby meansof a SG should in quantum theory be impossiblein principle.
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